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A group % Is called, a linearly
ordered group if %• satisfies the
following conditions:

(1) % is a linearly ordered set;
(2) Gf is homogeneous; α,̂  Jr

Implies cαJl ̂  c-S dl for arbi-
trary elements C , dl in

<τ

In a linearly ordered set, the in-
trinsic topology (i.e. the one defined
by taking the open intervals, consist-
ing of x such that α < x , x ̂  α.
or α. < oc < &• , where α » A- are
elements in (̂  , as a base for the
open set of the space) is equivalent to
the topology by the Moore-Smith conver-
gence or interval topology and it is a
Ti -normal space. Moreover, Gγ is a
topological group in this topology.

But, we did not know about relations
between the structures of groups and
their topologies. We study about these
points. Throughout this paper the let-
ter £r will denote a linearly ordered
group (abbreviation? l.o.g.). In £ 1
we show that % is a topological group
and classify it into two types accord-
ing to be locally archimedean or not*
We then show that the topological pro-
perties exert an influence upon the
structures of groups, i.e. If §• is
connected, then %• is locally compact,
and if locally compact, then locally
archimedean. In § 2 we show that if

Oγ Is locally archimedean, all sub-
groups of % are open; i

0
e. the struc-

tures of groups exerts an influence
upon its topologies. We Investigate
its special subgroups when ep Is non-
locally archimedean. In § 3 we show
that zero-dimensionality and totally
disconnectedness are equivalent, and
one-dimensionality and locally com-
pactness so is also. Consequently, if
Gf is one-dimensional then % has the
component homeomorphic to the additive
group of real numbers. In S 4 we
consider the problem of completion.
If <?p Is locally archimedean, it is
Imbeded densely In one-dimensional
l.o.g. If %

 is
 non-locally archi-

medean, then, even when fr is com-
plete, Gj is still zero-dimensional.
In S 5 we show that, if Gp Is locally
archimedean, its dimension is equiva-
lent in botb Urysohn-Menger's and
Lebesgua's senses. In § 6 we see uni-
formities of one-dimensional group
under Inner-automorphisms*

§ 1. We assume always that the to-
pology in % is intrinsic topology.
We set

then {Uβ.10.) >&•*£?} is the basis
of the neighbourhood (abbreviation:
n.b.d.) about <L . Now we assume
that 6f Is non-discrete, i.e. if t»e
there exists <{/ such that f > t > e

 f

then we can easily prove the following
theorem.

Theorem lolβ § has the equivalent
following properties:

i ) e < α. — =» a j& e < & <α

C<CL

3)

From above theorem %• Is a topolo-
gical group. Next we define some ter-
minologies. All (5f considered in this
paper are non-discrete even If they are
not βxplicity stated*

Definition. % is called locally
archimedean (abbreviation l.a.) if there -
exists a n.b.d. U$.(e) such that If e<c<£
there are some integer u = ou c, •&) for
which C

u
 > Jίr The n«,b

β
d. having

this property is called locally archi-
medean neighbourhood (abbreviation I.a

0

n.b.d.). A subgroup of % is non-

discrete closed. GΓ is called connec-
ted or totally disconnected If the com-
ponent of e is 6γ or e „

Theorem 1.2. If Gγ Is locally com-
pact, Qγ Is l.a.

Proof. Let <η- be not l.a
β
, we can

take jJ
α
ΛQ as a I.a

0
n.bod. for which

Ue.ce) Is compact; I
0
e. a J ;

6<£ <α* V^ 9 ̂
u
< CL « We consi-

der •t-fc'"-} f then by assumption there
exists a point f> e Ua.ce) such that f>
is accumulation point of { Jr"-} .
Therefore U

C
C|O , e<c<4- > contains

some j&
u
 I.e. -f>c-»<: .fĉ Jfc . However

we have ^ < J^a < 4̂ 1 , hence if

m L̂Ô -t-i , UcCt*") Φ -&
/nα
 *

a contradiction.
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Theorem 1.3. If GΓ is l a., then
θr satisfy the first countable axiom.

Proof* We can take uo.Ce ) as a
l a.n.b d. and classify elements
e < -ft < α. 9 into classes £ A-nV
that

We take an element dt n. from each A n ,
then •£ Ut-n(e) J is the basis of e .

Corollary 1. If €,- is l.a. Gp is
metrisable.

Corollary 2. If % is locally com-
pact, €r is locally
bicompacto

Theorem 1.4. A necessary and suffi-
cient condition (abbreviations -n.a.s c.)
in order that Gγ is locally compact is
that there is a n«b.d. U(6) βuch
that arbitrary subset V cυ(β) has
and

isProof. We can assume that uce
compact and if v c: U(e~)

 f
 so is ΊgΓ

also. Let 1p Jaelong to 7 and put
Cpl =1x5 xelΓ ptίtxi Hext take
tecpl and make cti , and so on.
Then the family of closed sets {ε.f>̂  has
the finite-intersection property, there-
fore TΓtP^ *r o * It is easy to see
that the intersection is only a point
which is Aλtf> V About ί̂  v the
argument is similarly. The inverse is
obvious.

Theorem 1.5. If % is connected,
β\ is locally compact*

Proof. If £r is not locally com-
pact, we can take from above theorem
some n*b*d. V in some uce) such
that there does not exist -**MPV (or
W i V ( Consider the following
sets

6ra * {*> 3>t t is ar b i tr ar y in 7j .

Then GΓ =* 6r
v
 ̂  era. , er

(
 ̂ \%««-0 .and

6τ! » CΓΛ are both open sets, but this
is a contradiction*.

S 2. Definition. For an arbitrary
element -b- we denote M*x( -ft- >*"*> by
\-M . Λ © CL means i-β-i* -c. ιa. |

for all integer n » and we define
the following symbols:

4

AW <ι^
c
τ^

a group generated by

{a group generated by

for some

Theorem 2.1. If Gγ is l.a., arbi-
trary subgroups are open.

Proof. Let subgroup N be not open,
then there is a point CL such that
rV^α.

 s
 er-h/ ».α. . We show that this is a

contradiction* In general, we can as-
sume cL«»e * Since Gp has the first
countable axiom, there are CόL

n
|,6Λ/,

{-M e<τ-/V such that {dU}-^e , <4^~»€
and d|>cU> , ^β»>4»> «
Now we can take U^le.} as a l.a.n.
b.d. For U«t*(eo 3 u^-rtCd-n.-) ) w . > τ t j
^m fr UίUte^ , since GT-// is open
a <λ4.«- oUC-β Ό

 :
 clt < ά-yv .

UjL^wV^o* and hence Ua
A
(^m)dL£" does

not contain elements of rs/ , for if it
contains an element -̂  of Λ/ , then

Uijι(4>O * t>dU * *S T
1113 ίs

Impossible, therefore /V does not con-
tain t such that JU<A:r<* <^<k^ t
-̂î i But by assumption *a ια
^ >^

m
 i*e. ^>n«li

vx
< e<. -^>ncU

n
^* »

e e V ° This is a contradiction.

Corollary 1. If % is connected
there are no subgroups*

Proof. From the above theorem,
Theorem 1*5 and Theorem 1*2 in § l

β

We can easily prove the following
theorem

Theorem 2.2. CCα.} is an open sub-
group and C Co.} = | CCα) \

Theorem 2.3* A n.a.s*c
0
 in order

that C«O=C(-6 ) is that if <χ < Jr ,
there exists an integer tv. α* > -8- «

Proof. Since α.*-& , C(Q ) C
Now, let C(α^ φ >̂ , then a in. |
^^>d i.e. lf>^^>α

n
>^ . This

shows c(̂ l c. C(̂ ) ^
θ
 necessarity

is obvious from CL^C(<O

Corollary 2.
and it is an open normal subgroup.

Corollary 3. (η is archimedean if
and only if CC<=O =• ̂

Theorem 2.4. CC^r) is only one
subgroup such that the factor group of
Gτ- by its normal subgroup is archi-

medean l.o.g. (where Gr/C(er) is dis-
crete).

Proof. From the above corollary 2
and theorem about ordered groups we
see that if GΓ//V is l.o.g. , lNί^= N c

S 3. In this section, we consider
the dimension in the sense of Uryshon~
Monger* For arbitrary n*b.d. UCe> ,
uce > — uce.} at most consists of
AU*P uce^ and UK^ u(e) . Hence we have

the following theorem*

Theorem 3.1
β
 θf is at most one-di-

mensional*
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In general, if a metric apace X
is zero-dimensional, then X iβ total-
ly disconnected. But the inverse is
not true and there are a topological
groups which are zero-dimensional and
locally compact. On the other hand
there are one-dimensional totally dis-
connected topological groups. However,
in l.o g , we have the following spe»
cial theorem.

Theorem 3.2. A n.a.s.c. in order
that £f is one-dimensional is that €f
is locally compact.

Proof, If % is not locally com-
pact, then from Theorem 1.4 and the
homogenity of groups, Gp ia not one-
dimensional o Conversely, let us sup-
pose that <?r is locally compact and
zero-dimensional, i.e. there exists a
n.b.d. U(e ) such that yep -me^O .
But we can assume that uub iβ D

* "
compact, hence uce} 5J«»fVte) , \*4 vce)
This contradicts to Uie) being open
and closed* Consequently, if CT is
locally compact, Qγ is one-dimensional.

Corollary 1. If 6f is connected
then Gγ is one-dimensional.

Theorem 3.3. "If £f is connected
then GV is homeomorphic to the addi-
tive group of real numbers

0

Proof. From (1) we know that one-
dimensional metric separable connected
locally compact and not compact topo-
logical groups are homeomorphic to the
additive group of real numbers* Since
GΓ is locally compact, Cr is metrls-

ablβe Hence Op has the star-finite
property, therefore GΓ has the Lind-
elδf-property. (This follows from

(2): for a connected regular space the
star-finite property is equivalent to
the Lindelof property.) It is easily
proved that Q is separable by the
Lindelδf-property, i.e. Gj satisfies
assumptions of above theorem.

Theorem 3.4. A n.a.s.c. in order
that Of is zero-dimensional is that
Gγ is totally disconnected.

Proof. Let £p be zero-dimensional.
If the component is not e > it con-
tradicts to corollary 1. Next, we as-
sume that Of is totally disconnected
and locally compact. Then we can take
U(fi) such that IKe) has the pro-
perty in Theorem 1.4

β
 Now, we take

some α eUle) .> CL> e then there exist
two open sets w and V such that

We put
there exists
tained in v
tradiction,,

then
w\c«> which is con-

and w . This is a con-

Corollary 2. If @Γ
 lβ

 one-dimen-
sional then the component of % iβ
homeomorphic to the additive group of
real numbers.

§ 4. Theorem 4.1. If βj is l»a.,
€f is densely imbeded in one-dlmen-;

sional l o g ê *"

Proof. Since Qγ is locally total-
ly bounded we can complete it to be
locally compact, therefore we show
that GΓ* is a l.o.g. with topology
homeomorphic to the topology by comple-

tion. Let €f*3;tt.jVp* are pairs of
foundamental sequence and f* is a
convergent sequence and f * , 3 * are
not, then we give for ~fc>* the same order
in Cp . Let ;P*-{;M, ̂-{*~\ »
and give them the order in the follow-
ing manner. For an arbitrary element
-p In GΓ and for i***} , if there

exists a cof5nal subsequence {. x/) of
{x n^ such that {x£V is monotone

decreasing and for all n » αc ίv < P

(3dw>P') » then we put f *< >*<;**> ̂ *)
If there does not exist sucn subsequ-
ence, then we do the above process for
monotone increasing subsequence. Then
we can see that if J ** contains both
sequence, from the property of funda-
mental sequences, their relations are
same for ^>* » Moreover, for f *- ,
3.*- there exists some p* between
them. Thus βf* is linearly ordered
set. The remainders about group opera-
tion and topology easily follow from
the above process.

Corollary 1* Let £γ is non-1 a
β
»

then even if Gγ can be complete, Gj-
is still non-1.a..

Proof. Prom above theorem.

We can give an example by the fol-
lowing theorem.

Theorem 4.2. If <T is non-1.a.
abellan, then Θς is complete.

Proof. Prom assumption ΊΓΓαβ-erC^^ε.
Prom (3) %=EίfeΛp,dι where each K«
is isomorphic to the subgroup of the
additive group of real numbers, /\«{<A^
are well-ordered and £γ is "lexicogra-
phycally" ordered. We can take instead
of CCα) , C*«{e

l5
 ,e*

t̂
.H, ,α.,- i,

and this is the basis of n.b.d. Let

£ *d V
 bβ a

 fundamental direct set, Cd
be an arbitrary n.b.d. Then there
exists a point f^ ί^y and an index

T such that β -> T implies *ρ € ̂ Ĉ  .
rj?hls shows that fi > γ , ac^ has .fc
as «< -coordinate. Thus we can see
that £XdV converges to a point ϊs
which has σC -coordinates determined
by above method for each <* .

<§ 5
0
 We consider the relation be-

tween Urysohn-Monger>s and Lebesgue's
dimension. If Gf is l.a. we can con-
aider that €τ is one-dimensional
(Theorem 4.1.). In this case, from
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corollary 2 in 5 3, the component of
GΓ is a open normal subgroup and the
theorem of dimension (in metric sepa~
rablβ space, both Urysohn-Menger's
and Lebβsque's dimension coincides)
we have the following theorem*

Theorem 5.1. If
the dimension of Op
both senses.

Γ̂ is l.a., then
coincides in

But, if θf is non-l«ao we can not
still known about their relation*

J 6, One -dimensional l.o.g GΓ has
the normal subgroup c, home ornor phi c
to the additive group of real numbers
as component. Is each element of C
commutative to each element of GΓ or
not?. We shall study about this point
using the characteristic property of
linearly order and one -"dimensionality.

Now we put Lα>4"3^ orM^Q-fc* , then
we have B.H.Neumann s Lemma (4), i

0
e

β

let m t tι be integers, then

tx.»3l =(ϊ implies oc^^ x
 f

lΛ^M=e implies χg — ̂ x.

We put -3 CL '
==
- \ x. * 'x*'

m
 =• aΛ

 4
 % € Sp̂  m, 4,

are arbitrary Integers } .

Lemma l
θ
 In l.o.g. {?r , So. form

an abelian subgroup hozneomorphic to
the subgroup of the additive group of
rational numbers.

Proof. If J&&. =? 2c
 Λ
 <$, there are

some integers m , τι , -c' and }'
such that αc^^α^ ', a-̂  aα*' Hence
C aC

1
)̂ ^̂  Ok,""** implies -̂ c~

l

t
 6- -S<x. ,

by the above lemma oC"* =» ̂ ^ implies
-x-y— yx. and each element Is commu-
tative. C3C^>"

mηrX
 » X̂ ^̂

7
"̂  = Q^CH-t^ m.

implies a «3 e JSc^ . Thus -S«. form
an abelian group* Next if αΛ = x™ ,
we corresponds to x a symbol C — f)
From this the latter part Is obviously*

Theorem 6*1* A n.a.s.c* in order
that GΓ has a solution jce^r for
αc™ s* α> where OL is an arbitrary

element of QV and m, χl are arbitrary
integers, is that <?Γ is a union, in
the sense of set, of disjoint (except
e ) abelian subgroups isomorphlc to

the additive group of rational numbers.

Proof. The sufficiency is obvious.
Conversely, from assumption, -$<*. form
a group Isomorphic to the additive
group of rational numbers. If Qx~£*.^Q>
take Ĵ . e Cr—Jδcn. and make .-S-β- . then
we can easily see that ̂ ^^S*^ίe|j «
Therefore, by Zorn s lemma, our asser-
tion can be proved.

Lemma 2.
is normal,
to center S&

In l o go &r » if { <t
n
}

^ is so and α* belongs
and ^A. is so

β

Proof. Let
then (i-»x3)'"

x
»T'

l
x
<m
%«V

1<l
a
i
9 »&*' i

β
e.

8̂βt is normal. Next, for arbitrary
element $ e Q\ we put 3-»a$-a/".
If tt=si , Λ62i . If <n.<r~ι , this
is impossible to the homogenity of 1.
o.g. If ΎL 2:2, , we show which is
contradictory, but it is sufficient to
see for ΎL =.£ . in this case

This is contradictory.
(This method is useful for only dis-
crete case). Therefore A, £ &

 β
 The

latter part IsΌbvious

In general, if GΓ is connected,
discrete normal subgroup is contained
in center. Moreover, in l.o g we have
the following theorem.

Theorem 6
β
S. A n.a.s.c. in order

that the componentGΌf <?r is contained
in center 32. , is that C has a point
CL belongs to 5L .

Proof. This follows from Theoι>em
6 o 1 , Lemπa 2 and "%"£. =»- C .

Definition. For

plies

e <=γ we define
3 cxύ>x im-

We denote by
oc>e ,

ex-

$c;c-») < x-
1
 .

f •«%) that if
-x^ί therefore ĉx-'K

Let K be a set, we denote by
that for every element ac of R
cept e * ^CXD 7̂ x , and by §ifc)̂
that for every element ΌC of K ,
(̂x)τ=5 x o Then we have some unifor-

mities for the component of one-dlmGn~
sional Gj

 0

Theorem 6
0
3

0

element of CF *
an element of C

Let be an arbitrary

and x ̂  £ is

(χ ) is X
 5if

Proof,, If X^C and
^Cfc^^ R. follows from "3ΓJ. =t C, .

Hence if for an element oc of d ,
^ GO *̂

 :3C
 then there are no ele-

ment such that $• ί^>^=» ̂  . There-
fore we can divide C into two sets
In the following (except e )

0

ΊΊft assume that J& \ and ^z are not βm-
ptjy. We shall show that they are open*
FrΌm the definition ^t s^c implies
^ι a oc-* . Next, we show that Ή\

is open* Let χ e ^ t j $cχ ί«xc ,
%> c >e , then since

at-xc > f (X) >E for .
Now, we take some oL > e , then

gcco > ίz tχcL-><^ <x * For
if it 5s not true, there exists { F^\
such that tv e <βz , >^ —> x ,
ft<Pa.<-*>43C # SCP ̂^ < P-K - But this
contradicts to the continuity of 30)
ijβc JS» is open. Similarly, ̂2. is



also open. If we put Λ«ίx' x>
/\ is connected and open. Then we
can decompose A into the form: A *=*
05vnA)

u
CSanA), CA

Λ
*ι)and CAnS*-) are

disjoint and both open, what is contra-
dictory*

Theorem 6.4 If
3*CPθ:=αχX,CL>eθU<e) , then CU
is monotone decreasing (decreasing),
non -bounded and for arbitrary elements
-6>€. > there exist elements -f such

that _Λ> > «. j> > β .

Proof. Let
* then ^ ĉ  ~

§ί̂ )θί-β) ^^ -̂
s
 sufficient to show

that ί̂̂ )̂ W)̂ >̂  ̂ >31S) 'd-
1
 » i β

^f )̂
1
 >e » t(̂ ) >-6

is obvious from above theorem: J
Now let ̂ t

x<f
o
a5ie
<A. *

nd
 §(«<')« ! > < >

-̂, e f we take some %, such that
1» *t >̂ . » then there exists a

point x such that frCOxAt/^x , i.e.
a C*oO > dx*l This is a contra-

diction. The remaining properties is
obvious from the continuity of J (x) <,

(*) Received Oetober 9, 1950.
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